CHAPTER

4

No-Arbitrage Price Relations:
Forwards, Futures, Swaps

n Chapter 1, we described the nature of exchange-traded and OTC derivatives
contracts traded worldwide. Of these, the lion’s share is plain-vanilla forwards,
futures, and swaps. The purpose of this chapter is to develop no-arbitrage price
relations for forward, futures, and swap contracts. In doing so, we rely only on
the assumption that two perfect substitutes must have the same price. The two
substitutes, in this case, are a forward/futures contract and a levered position in
the underlying asset. The key to understanding the forward/futures valuation lies
in identifying the net cost of carrying (i.e., “buying and holding”) an asset. We
begin therefore with a discussion of carry costs/benefits. We then proceed by
developing a number of important no-arbitrage relations governing forward and
futures prices. Finally, we show that, since a swap contract is an exchange of
future payments at a price agreed upon today, it can be valued as a portfolio of
forward contracts. The chapter concludes with a brief summary.

I

UNDERSTANDING CARRY COSTS/BENEFITS
Derivative contracts are written on four types of assets—stocks, bonds, foreign
currencies and commodities. The derivatives literature contains seemingly independent developments of derivative valuation principles for each type of asset.
Generally speaking, however, the valuation principles are not asset-specific. The
only distinction among assets is how carry costs/benefits are modeled.
The net cost of carry refers to the difference between the costs and the benefits of holding an asset. Suppose a breakfast cereal producer needs 5,000 bushels
of wheat for processing in two months. To lock in the price of the wheat today,
he can buy it and carry it for two months. One carry cost common to all assets is
the opportunity cost of funds. To come up with the purchase price, he must
either borrow money or liquidate existing interest-bearing assets. In either case,
an interest cost is incurred. We assume this cost is incurred at the risk-free rate of
interest. Beyond interest cost, however, carry costs vary depending upon the
nature of the asset. For a physical asset or commodity such as wheat, we incur
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storage costs (e.g., rent and insurance). At the same time, certain benefits may
accrue. By storing wheat we may avoid some costs of possible running out of our
regular inventory before two months are up and having to pay extra for emergency deliveries. This is called convenience yield. Thus, the net cost of carry for a
commodity equals interest cost plus storage costs less convenience yield, that is,
Net carry cost = Cost of funds + Storage cost – Convenience yield

(4.1a)

For a financial asset or security such as a stock or a bond, the carry costs/benefits are different. While borrowing costs remain, securities do not require storage costs and do not have convenience yields. What they do have, however, is
income (yield) that accrues in the form of quarterly cash dividends or semiannual coupon payments. Thus, the net cost of carry for a security is
Net carry cost = Cost of funds – Income

(4.1b)

Carry costs and benefits are modeled either as continuous rates or as discrete
flows. Some costs/benefits such as the cost of funds (i.e., the risk-free interest rate)
are best modeled as continuous rates. The dividend yield on a broadly based stock
portfolio, the interest income on a foreign currency deposit, and the lease rate on
gold also fall into this category. Other costs/benefits such as warehouse rent payments for holding an inventory of grain, quarterly cash dividends on individual
common stocks, and semiannual coupon receipts on a bond are best modeled as
discrete cash flows. Below we provide the continuous rate and discrete flow cost
of carry assumptions. For ease of exposition, we first introduce some notation.
The current price of the asset is denoted S. Its price at future time T is S̃ T , where
the tilde denotes the future asset price is uncertain. The opportunity cost of funds
(i.e., the risk-free rate of interest) is assumed to be a constant, continuous rate and
is denoted r. If we borrow to buy the asset today, we will owe SerT at time T.

Continuous Rates
The types of assets whose carry costs are typically modeled as constant, continuous rates include broadly based stock index portfolios, foreign currencies, and
gold. Assume that we borrow at the risk-free rate of interest to buy a stock index
portfolio that pays cash dividends at a constant continuous rate i. If we buy one
unit of the index today and reinvest all dividends immediately as they are
received in more shares of the index portfolio, the number of units of the index
portfolio will grow to exactly eiT units at time T. Alternatively, if we want exactly
one unit of the index on hand at time T, we buy only e–iT units today at a cost of
Se–iT. The terminal value of our investment in the index portfolio at time T will be
S̃ T .1 The loan value has accrued from Se–iT to Se–iTerT = Se(r – i)T. After repaying the
( r – i )T
loan, the terminal portfolio value will be S̃ T – Se
. Within this continuous rate
framework, the net cost of carry rate of an index portfolio equals the difference
between the risk-free rate of interest r and the dividend yield rate i. The situation
for a foreign currency is identical. If we borrow at the domestic risk-free rate,
buy a foreign currency, and then invest the currency at the prevailing foreign
risk-free rate, the net cost of carry rate equals the difference between the domes-
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tic interest rate r and the foreign interest rate i. Similarly, if we borrow at the
risk-free rate, buy gold, and then lend it in the marketplace, the net cost of carry
rate equals the difference between the interest rate r and the lease rate on gold i.
Within this framework, the total cost of carry paid at time T is
Net carry cost T = S [ e

( r – i )T

– 1]

(4.2)

ILLUSTRATION 4.1 Lock in number of units of stock index portfolio in future.
Assume that the S&P 500 index is currently at a level of 1,100 and pays dividends at the
continuous rate of 3% annually. Assume also that “shares” of the S&P 500 index can be
purchased and sold at the index level (i.e., one share currently costs $1,100). Suppose
that you want exactly 3,000 shares of the S&P 500 index on hand in five days. How
many shares of the S&P 500 index must you buy today if all dividends paid are reinvested in more shares of the index portfolio? Demonstrate that you will have exactly
3,000 shares at the end of five days, assuming that the S&P 500 index levels are 1,100,
1,160, 1,154, 1,145, 1,170, and 1,175 on days 0 through 5, respectively. Compute the
total amount of dividends paid and reinvested.
If you want 3,000 shares of the index on hand at in five days, you need to buy
3,000e–0.03(5/365) = 2,998.77 shares today. Over the first day, your number of shares will
grow by a factor e0.03(1/365) due to the reinvestment of dividends, bringing the number of
shares to 2,998.77e0.03(1/365) = 2,999.01. Over the second day, your number of shares will
again grow by a factor e0.03(1/365) due to the reinvestment of dividends, bringing the number of shares to 2,999.26. Since the dividends are being paid at a constant, continuous rate,
we know the original number of shares purchased will grow to exactly 3,000 shares by the
end of day 5 (i.e., 3,000e0.03(5/365)e–0.03(5)(1/365) = 3,000), as is shown in the table below.
Day

Index Level

Units of Index

Value of Index Position

0
1
2
3
4
5

1,100.00
1,160.00
1,154.00
1,145.00
1,170.00
1,175.00

2,998.77
2,999.01
2,999.26
2,999.51
2,999.75
3,000.00

3,298,644
3,478,856
3,461,146
3,434,435
3,509,712
3,525,000

Discrete Flows
For most other types of assets including stocks with quarterly cash dividends and
bonds with semiannual coupon payments, noninterest carry costs/benefits are best
modeled as discrete flows. Suppose a stock promises to pay n known cash dividends
1

This result is demonstrated numerically using simulation in the Excel file, Telescoping asset
position.xls. In the file’s worksheet, the (random) price path of an asset over a 10-day period
is considered. If the position starts with e–iT units on day 0 and increases by a factor of ei each
day due to reinvestment of income, exactly one unit will be on hand at the end of day 10.
Pressing the F9 key generates a new asset price path. As you will see, independent of the price
path, the number of units on day 10, is 1.
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in the amount Ii at time ti, i = 1, . . ., n between now and future time T. If we borrow
S to cover the purchase price of the stock and reinvest all cash dividends as they are
received at the risk-free rate of interest, the terminal value of our position will be
S̃ T +

n

∑ Ii e

r ( T – ti )

i=1

– Se

rT

In this instance, the net cost of carry at time T is
Net carry cost T = S ( e

rT

– 1) –

n

∑ Ii e

r ( T – ti )

(4.3)

i=1

For coupon-bearing bonds, the expressions are the same, however S denotes the
bond price and Ii at time ti, i = 1, . . ., n denote coupon payments.
ILLUSTRATION 4.2 Compute future value of asset that pays discrete cash flow.
Suppose that you buy 10,000 shares of ABC Corporation and carry your position for 90
days. ABC’s current share price is $50, and the stock promises to pay a $4 dividend in
exactly 30 days. What will be the value of your portfolio when you unwind in 90 days?
Assume the risk-free rate of interest is 5%.
As the table below shows, the initial investment in 10,000 shares of ABC costs
$500,000. You financed the entire purchase price with risk-free borrowings, hence your initial investment is $0. In 90 days, you have three components to your portfolio. First, you
own 10,000 shares valued at S̃ T a share. Next, you must repay the $500,000 in risk-free
borrowings plus interest at a cost of $506,202.54. Finally, you received cash dividends of $4
a share or $40,000 on day 30, which you invested immediately in risk-free discount bonds.
Dividends plus accrued interest amount to $40,330.12 on day T. Thus, the total value of the
portfolio in 90 days is 10,000 S̃ T – 506,202.54 + 40,330.12.

Trade
Buy stock
Borrow funds
Receive cash dividends on day t,
and reinvest at risk-free rate
until day T
Value of position

Initial
Investment
–50(10,000)
500,000

0

Value on Day T
10,000S̃ T
–500,000e0.05(90/365) = –506,202.54
40,000e0.05(60/365) = 40,330.12

10,000S̃ T – 506,202.54 + 40,330.12

Summary and Some Guidelines
Carry costs/benefits are the known costs/benefits associated with holding an
asset over a fixed period of time. In general, they consist of two components—
(1) interest and (2) income (in the case of a financial asset) or storage (in the
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case of a physical asset). The interest component is always expressed as a rate. If
we buy an asset today with borrowed funds, we will owe erT per unit of the asset
on day T. Income and noninterest costs are expressed either as a continuous proportion of the asset price or as discrete cash flows, depending upon the nature of
the underlying asset. Firms potentially have four different sources of price risk—
equity risk, interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, and commodity price risk.
Table 4.1 presents terminal values of leveraged asset positions using the net cost
of carry assumption appropriate to each asset category.

VALUING FORWARDS
With the concept of net cost of carry in hand, we now turn to valuing forward
contracts. A forward is a contract that requires its seller to deliver the underlying asset on future day T at price agreed upon today. We denote today’s forward
price as f. Its price on day T is denoted f̃ T . A forward with no time remaining to
expiration must have the same price as the underlying asset, that is, f̃ T = S̃ T as
shown in Figure 4.1. Otherwise, a costless arbitrage profit is possible by buying
the asset and selling the forward, or vice versa. The purpose of this section is to
derive the value of a forward contract relative to its underlying asset price prior
to time T under the continuous and discrete net carry cost assumptions.

Continuous Rates
To establish the price of a forward today, consider a U.S. corporation that needs to
make a EUR 1,000,000 payment in T days and wants to lock in the U.S. dollar
value of this payment today. The firm can accomplish this goal in two ways. First, it
FIGURE 4.1 Price paths of forward contract and its underlying asset through time. Price convergence occurs at expiration.
Price

Forward

Asset
Convergence at expiration, fT = ST

0

Time
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Continuous rate
Discrete flow

Continuous rate
Discrete flow

Currency
Commodity

Discrete flow

Recommended
Model

Stock portfolio
Bonds

Individual stock or narrowlybased stock portfolio

Equity

Asset Type

rT

– FVI )

S̃ T – Se
rT
S̃ T – ( Se – FVI )

( r – i )T

S̃ T – Se
rT
S̃ T – ( Se – FVI )

( r – i )T

S̃ T – ( Se

Terminal Value

i=1

∑ Ii e

n

r ( T – ii )

n
i=1

∑ Ii e

r ( T – ii )

While storage costs can be modeled as discrete flows, convenience yield (e.g., the lease rate on
gold) may be modeled as a rate.

FVI = FV(Convenience yield) – FV(Storage costs)

For foreign currency deposits, income accrues at a constant, continuous foreign rate of interest i.
For most physical commodities, storage costs (e.g., warehouse rent and insurance) are paid and
convenience yield accrues. In this case, FVI is the future value of convenience yield less the future
value of the discrete storage cost payments, that is,

FVI =

For broadly based stock portfolios, income accrues at a constant, continuous dividend yield rate i.
For coupon-bearing bonds, income accrues in the form of discrete coupon payments Ii paid at time
ti, and the coupons are carried forward until time T at the risk-free interest rate r, that is,

FVI =

For individual common stocks or narrowly-based stock indexes, income accrues in the form of discrete cash dividends Ii paid at time ti, and the dividends are carried forward until time T at the
risk-free interest rate r, that is,

Explanation of Noninterest
Carry Costs/Benefits

Future value at time T of a leveraged asset position using continuous rate/discrete flow net cost of carry assumptions. All assets are assumed to
incur interest cost at a constant continuous rate r.

TABLE 4.1
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can borrow U.S. dollars and buy euros today at the spot exchange rate S, and then
carry the position for T days. To have one euro on hand in T days, they need to buy
e–iT units today where i is the risk-free interest rate in Europe. To finance the entire
purchase today, they need to borrow Se–iT. The repayment of the loan will occur in
T days, and the principal plus interest will amount to Se–iTerT per euro where r is
the U.S. risk-free interest rate. Second, it can negotiate the price of a T-day forward
contract with its bank. Under the terms of the forward contract, the firm will buy
1,000,000 euros in T days at a cost of f per euro. No money changes hands today.
In making its decision about which strategy to take, the firm will compare the forward price with the future value had the euros been purchased today and carried
until day T. If f exceeds Se(r – i)T, the firm will buy the euros in the spot market and
carry them. If f is less than Se(r – i)T, the firm will buy the forward contract. Both
alternatives provide the firm with EUR 1,000,000 in T days at a price locked in
today. Since they are perfect substitutes, they must have the same price. The value
of a forward in a constant continuous net cost of carry framework is
f = Se

( r – i )T

(4.4)

The relation (4.4) is sometimes called the net cost of carry relation. When the
prices of the forward and the asset are such that (4.4) holds exactly, the forward
market is said to be at full carry. Unless costless arbitrage is somehow impeded,
we can be assured that the forward market will always be at full carry. Suppose,
for an instant in time, f > Se(r – i)T. Such a condition implies that there is a costless
arbitrage opportunity. We should immediately sell the forward and buy the asset,
financing the purchase of the asset with risk-free borrowing. Table 4.2 shows the
outcome. With no investment today, we earn a certain outcome of f – Se(r – i)T > 0
on day T. Naturally, the market cannot be in equilibrium. The costless arbitrage
activity would continue until the selling pressure on the forward price and the
buying pressure on the asset price makes the arbitrage profit equal to 0. Where
no arbitrage opportunity exists, the cost of carry relation (4.4) holds.
The net cost of carry relation (4.4) is written in future value form, since
both sides of the equation are values on day T, as shown in Table 4.2. The relation can also be expressed in present value form. Multiplying both sides of (4.4)
by the discount factor e–rT, we get
fe–rT = Se–iT

(4.5)

What (4.5) says is that the prepaid forward contract, fe–rT, equals the initial cost
of the asset position, Se–iT.
TABLE 4.2

Costless arbitrage trades where f > Se(r – i)T.
Trades

Buy e–iT units of asset
Borrow (sell risk-free bonds)
Sell forward contract
Net portfolio value

Initial Investment

Value on Day T

–Se–iT
Se–iT

S̃ T
–Se(r – i)T
– ( S̃ T – f )

0

f – Se(r – i)T
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Discrete Flows
In the event that income or noninterest carry costs are more appropriately modeled as discrete cash flows, the net cost of carry relation is
f = Se

rT

– FVI

(4.6)

where FVI is the future value of the promised income receipts. If the underlying asset
is a physical asset, the future value of the income, FVI, may be negative as a result of
storage cost payments. The relation can also be written in its present value form,
fe

– rT

= S – PVI

(4.7)

where PVI is the present value of the promised income receipts, that is, PVI =
FVIe–rT. The prepaid forward price equals S – PVI, where the underlying asset
distributes discrete known cash flows through time.
ILLUSTRATION 4.3 Compute value of forward contract on dividend-paying stock.
Compute the value of a six-month forward contract on 3,000 shares of HAL Company
assuming that the current share price is $120 and that a $3 cash dividend will be paid in
two months and then again in five months. Assume the risk-free rate of interest is 5%.
Since the cash dividend payments are discrete cash inflows, the cost of carry relation
(4.2) is the most appropriate. The future value of the first dividend payment is 3e0.05(4/12)
and the future value of the second dividend is 3e0.05(1/12). The future value of all income
received during the forward contract’s life is therefore
FVI = 3e0.05(4/12) + 3e0.05(1/12) = 6.06
The value of the forward contract is therefore
f = 120e0.05(6/12) – 6.06 = 116.97 per share
or $350,910 in total. This computation can be verified using the OPTVAL function,
OV_FORWARD_VALUE_DISCRETE(s, r, t, income, term, fp)
where s is the asset price, r is the risk-free rate of interest, t is the time to expiration of
the forward, income is a vector of cash income receipts received during the life of the forward, term is a vector of the times to receipt of each of the income receipts, and fp is a
indicator variable instructing the function to return the forward/futures price (“f” or
“F”) or the prepaid forward/futures price (“p” or “P”). The worksheet below illustrates.
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TABLE 4.3

Hedging a stock portfolio using a forward contract.
Trades

Initial Investment

Own stock portfolio. Reinvest all dividend income
into more shares of stocks.
Sell e–iT forward contract

–S

S̃ T e

0

– ( S̃ T – f ) e

Net portfolio value

0

Value on Day T
iT
iT

feiT

Hedging with Forwards
Before turning to futures contract valuation, it is worth considering the no-arbitrage portfolio in Table 4.2 more closely. It contains important intuition regarding hedging risk. Suppose that we hold a stock portfolio and fear that the
market will decline over the next few months. To avoid the risk of a stock market decline, we can sell our stocks and buy risk-free bonds. Alternatively, we can
sell a forward contract on our stock portfolio. These alternatives are perfect
substitutes.
To see this, assume that our portfolio is sufficiently broad-based that it is
reasonable to assume that the dividend yield is a constant continuous rate, i. If
all dividend income is invested in more units of the stock portfolio, one unit in
the stock portfolio today will grow to eiT units on day T, as we discussed earlier
and illustrated in Table 4.3. To hedge the price risk exposure of eiT units of the
stock portfolio on day T, we need to sell eiT forward contracts today. The value of this
iT
forward position will be – ( S̃ T – f ) e on day T. Once the positions are netted, the
terminal value of the portfolio is feiT. Note that the value is certain. The forward
price, the dividend yield rate, and the hedge period horizon (i.e., the life of the
forward contract) are all known on day 0. To see that the return on the hedged
portfolio equals the risk-free return, substitute the net cost of carry relation, f =
Se(r – i)T, in the expression for the terminal value of the portfolio in Table 4.3.
The net terminal value is feiT = Se(r – i)TeiT = SerT, exactly the amount we would
have had if the stock portfolio had been liquidated and invested in risk-free
bonds at the outset.

Summary
A long forward position is a perfect substitute for buying the asset using riskfree borrowings. Consequently, the price of a forward equals the price of the
asset plus net carry costs. But, this is only one possible combination of positions
in the asset, the forward, and risk-free bonds. Table 4.4 shows all possible pairings. Using the net cost of carry relation, we can demonstrate why Position 1 is a
perfect substitute for Position 2 in all six rows of the table. A full understanding
of each relation will prove invaluable in understanding the valuation and risk
management problems that are addressed in subsequent chapters of the book.
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Perfect substitutes implied by the net cost of carry relation.
Position 1

Position 2

Buy asset/sell forward
Buy risk-free bonds (lend)/buy forward
Buy asset/sell risk-free bonds (borrow)

=
=
=

Buy risk-free bonds (lend)
Buy asset
Buy forward

Sell asset/buy forward
Sell risk-free bonds (borrow)/sell forward
Sell asset/buy risk-free bonds (lend)

=
=
=

Sell risk-free bonds (borrow)
Sell asset
Sell forward

TABLE 4.5
Day t

Cash flows of long futures positions through time.
Futures
Price

Mark-to-Market
Gain/Loss on Day t

Value of Gain/Loss
on Day T

F
F̃ 1
F̃ 2

F̃ 1 – F
F̃ 2 – F̃ 1

( F̃ 1 – F )e
r(T – 2)
( F̃ 2 – F̃ 1 )e
…
r(T – t)
( F̃ t – F̃ t – 1 )e
…
r
( F̃ T – 1 – F̃ T – 2 )e

0
1
2
…
t
…
T–1

F̃ t

F̃ t – F̃ t – 1

F̃ T – 1

F̃ T – 1 – F̃ T – 2

T

F̃ T

Total

F̃ T – F̃ T – 1
F̃ 2 – F̃ 1

r(T – 1)

F̃ T – F̃ T – 1

T

∑ ( F̃t – F̃t – 1 )e

r(T – t)

t=1

VALUING FUTURES
Futures contracts are like forward contracts, except that price movements are
marked-to-market each day rather than waiting until contract expiration and
having a single, once-and-for-all settlement. If the marking-to-market produces
a gain during the futures contract’s life, the gain can be reinvested in interestbearing securities. Conversely, if the marking-to-market produces a loss, the loss
must be covered with either existing interest-bearing assets or borrowing at the
risk-free interest rate.
To distinguish between buying a forward and buying a futures, consider the
futures position cash flows shown in Table 4.5. As we discussed earlier, a forward contract purchased today has a value S̃ T – f on day T. In contrast, a
futures contract is marked to market each day, and the daily gains/losses gather
interest. If risk-free rate of interest is 0%, the terminal value of the futures position (i.e., the sum of the mark-to-market gain/loss column) is the same as the
terminal value of the forward position. If risk-free rate of interest is greater than
0%, however, the value of the futures position on day T may be greater or less
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than the terminal value of the forward position, depending on the path that
futures prices follow over the life of the contract.
ILLUSTRATION 4.4 Compare terminal values of long forward and long futures positions.
Suppose that you need £1,000,000 in three days and want to lock in the price today. Suppose
also that a three-day forward contract on British pounds is priced at $1.60 per pound and
that a British pound futures contract with three days remaining to expiration also has a price
of $1.60. Compare the terminal values of a long forward position with a long futures position at the end of three days assuming the domestic risk-free rate is 5%. Assume that the
futures prices over the next three days are $1.71, $1.67, and $1.70, respectively.
The terminal value of a long forward position is simply the exchange rate on day 3,
$1.70, less the forward price, $1.60, times one million, $100,000, exactly equal to the sum of
the mark-to-market gains/losses on the long futures position. The terminal value of the long
futures position when the mark-to-market gains/losses are invested/financed at the risk-free
rate of interest, however, is $100,024.66, as is shown in the table below. In general, the terminal value of a long forward and a long futures will be different.

Day t

Futures
Price

Mark-to-Market
Gain/Loss on day t

Value of Gain/Loss
on Day T

0
1
2
3

1.60
1.71
1.67
1.70

110,000.00
–40,000.00
30,000.00

110,030.14
–40,005.48
30,000.00

100,000.00

100,024.66

Total

The reason that the terminal values are different is that the terminal value of the futures
position depends on how the futures price evolves through time. Other futures price paths will
produce different terminal values. If, for example, the futures price had been $1.51 on day 1
rather than $1.71, the terminal value of the futures position would have been $99,997.26,
below (not above) the $100,000 terminal value of the long forward.

Telescoping Futures Position
Interestingly, the fact that a long forward position does not have the same terminal value of a long futures position does not imply that the forward and futures
prices are different. Indeed, as we will show shortly, they are equal. We can control the effect of the reinvestment of the mark-to-market proceeds by creating a
“telescoping futures position.”
A telescoping futures position is created as follows. We begin, on day 0, with
–rT
e
futures contracts. Since we enter the position at the close of day 0, the
marked-to-market gain for the day is 0. In preparation for day 1, we increase the
size of the futures position by a factor er. At the end of day 1, the futures position
is marked-to-market, generating proceeds of e–r(T – 1) ( F̃ 1 – F ) . If this gain/loss is
carried forward at the risk-free interest rate until day T, the terminal gain/loss will
be e–r(T – 1) ( F̃ 1 – F ) er(T – 1) = F̃ 1 – F , as shown in Table 4.6. On day 2, the position
is again increased by a factor er and is marked-to-market at e–r(T – 2) ( F̃ 2 – F̃ 1 ). Car-
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TABLE 4.6

Cash flows of telescoping futures position providing same terminal value as
forward position on day T.

Day t

Futures
Price

No. of Futures
Contracts

F

e–rT

0
1

2
…
t
…
T–1
T

F̃ 1

e–r(T – 1)

–r(T – 2)

F̃ 2

e

F̃ t

e–r(T – t)

F̃ T – 1

e–r
1

Total

F̃ T

Mark-to-Market
Gain/Loss on Day t

e

–r ( T – 1 )

( F̃ 1 – F )

–r ( T – 2 )

( F̃ 2 – F̃ 1 )
…
–r ( T – t )
e
( F̃ t – F̃ t – 1 )
…
–r
e ( F̃ T – 1 – F̃ T – 2 )
e

F̃ T – F̃ T – 1

Value of Gain/Loss
on Day T

e

–r ( T – 1 )

( F̃ 1 – F )e

r(T – 1)

= ( F̃ 1 – F )

F̃ 2 – F̃ 1

F̃ t – F̃ t – 1
F̃ T – 1 – F̃ T – 2
F̃ T – F̃ T – 1
F̃ T – F = S̃ T – F

rying this amount forward to day T, we have e–r(T – 2) ( F̃ 2 – F̃ 1 ) er(T – 2) = ( F̃ 2 – F̃ 1 ),
and so on. Because the number of futures is chosen to exactly offset the accumulated interest factor on the daily mark-to-market gain/loss, there will be exactly
one futures contract on hand on day T, and the value of the futures position will
be ST – F. Assuming that the futures and forward contracts expire at the same
time, the telescoping futures position will have exactly the same terminal value as
the long forward position.2
ILLUSTRATION 4.5 Compare terminal values of long forward and long telescoping futures
positions.
Suppose that you need £1,000,000 in three days and want to lock in the price today. Suppose also that a three-day forward contract on British pounds is priced at $1.60 per
pound and that a British pound futures contract with three days remaining to expiration
also has a price of $1.60. Compare the terminal values of a long forward position with a
long telescoping futures position at the end of three days assuming the domestic risk-free
interest rate is 5%. Assume that the futures prices over the next three days are $1.71,
$1.67, and $1.70, respectively.
As in the case of Illustration 4.4, the terminal value of a long forward position is the
exchange rate on day 3, $1.70 less the forward price, $1.60, times on million, or
$100,000. Because the initial futures position has less than 1 million units, the total of
the mark-to-market gains/losses column is less than $100,000. The terminal value of the
2

This result is demonstrated numerically using simulation in the Excel file, Telescoping futures
position.xls. In the file’s worksheet, 10-day forward and futures positions are considered.
Pressing the F9 key generates new price paths for the asset and forward/futures over the life of
the contracts. Independent of the price path, the gain/loss on the forward position over the 10day life of the contract is identically equal to the gain/loss on telescoping futures position.
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telescoping futures position when the mark-to-market gains/losses are invested/financed
at the risk-free rate of interest is exactly $100,000, as is shown in the table below. The
dynamic rebalancing of the futures position within the telescoping strategy assures that
the outcome is exactly the same as a long forward position.

Day

Futures
Price

Number
of Units

Mark-to-Market
Gain/Loss on Day t

Value of Gain/Loss
on Day T

0
1
2
3

1.60
1.71
1.67
1.70

999,726.06
999,863.02
1,000,000.00

109,969.87
–39,994.52
30,000.00

110,000.00
–40,000.00
30,000.00

99,975.35

100,000.00

Total

Equivalence of Forward and Futures Prices
The fact that a long telescoping futures position has a terminal value of S̃ T – F
and that a long forward position has a terminal value of S̃ T – F implies that the
futures price and forward price must be equal to each other.3 If they are not, a
costless arbitrage profit would be possible by selling the forward and entering a
long telescoping position in the futures (if f > F) or by buying the forward and
entering a short telescoping position in the futures (if f < F). Given the equivalence of forward and futures prices, the valuation equations for a futures contract are the same as those of the forward, that is,
F = f = Se

( r – i )T

(4.8)

if all carry costs are constant continuous rates, and
F = f = Se

rT

– FVI

(4.9)

if noninterest carry costs are discrete.
ILLUSTRATION 4.6 Short sell stock synthetically using stock futures.
Retail investors in the U.S. often find it costly to short sell shares of common stock. Consequently, stocks futures were recently launched. Assume that you want to short sell a
particular stock over the next T days. Its current share price is S, and a cash dividend of
D has been declared and will be paid in t days. Prove that selling a telescoping position in
share futures is equivalent to short selling the stock.

3

Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1981) use no-arbitrage arguments to demonstrate the equivalence
of forward and futures prices when future interest rates are known. They go on to show, however, that if interest rates are uncertain, the futures price will be greater than or less than the
forward price, depending upon whether the correlation between futures price changes and interest rate changes is negative or positive. See also Jarrow and Oldfield (1981).
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First, you need to identify the value in T days of a short position in the stock. Short
selling a share of the stock generates proceeds of S. You take the proceeds and invest them
at the risk-free rate of interest. In addition, the stock pays a cash dividend of D on day t.
Because you shorted the stock, you are responsible for paying the cash dividend. On day T,
the value of each security position in your portfolio is as reported in the table below. The
rT
r(T – t)
net portfolio value on day T is Se – De
– S̃ T .

Trades
Short sell stock. Must pay cash dividends, if any.
Buy risk-free bonds
Net portfolio value

Initial
Investment

Value on
Day T
r(T – t)

– S̃ T – De
SerT

S
–S
0

Se

rT

– De

r(T – t)

– S̃ T

From the discussion above, you know that selling a telescoping position in the share
futures has a terminal value of F – S̃ T . But, from valuation equation (4.9), you know that,
in the absence of costless arbitrage opportunities, F = SerT – Der(T – t). Substituting, you find
rT
r(T – t)
that the value of the short futures position on day T is Se – De
– S̃ T , an amount
identical to that of the short stock position.

Hedging with Futures
The telescoping futures position has implications in terms of hedging with
futures contracts. For the hedge to be completely effective, the number of
futures must equal the number of units of the underlying asset on day T. Under
the continuous carry cost assumption, we know that one unit of the asset grows
to eiT units on day T. We also know that telescoping futures positions that starts
with e–rT futures contracts today has a single contract at time T. Consequently,
to hedge the long asset position in Table 4.3, our futures hedge would start off
with being short e–(r – i)T futures contract on day 0, and would scale up by a factor of er contracts per day over the life of the hedge. Assuming the futures
expires on day T, the terminal value of the short telescoping position would be
iT
and the net terminal value of the hedged portfolio would be FeiT.
– ( S̃ T – F )e
Substituting the net cost of carry relation (4.8), the net terminal value of the
hedged portfolio may be written SerT, which shows that hedging using a short
telescoping futures position is equivalent to liquidating the asset position and
buying risk-free bonds. The day-to-day increase in the size of the futures position by the interest factor er undoes the effects of interest on the daily marking
to market of the futures gains/losses. In practice, this dynamic, day-to-day
adjustment is called tailing the hedge.

Summary
Futures contracts are like forward contracts except that price movements are
marked to market daily. Because these daily gains/losses are allowed to accrue
interest until the end of the contract’s life, a long futures position will not in
general have the same terminal value as a long forward position. The effects of
the interest accrual on the mark-to-market gains/losses can be undone, however,
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using a telescoping futures position. Each day t, the number of futures is set
equal to e–r(T – t) for each unit of the underlying asset at the end of the hedging
interval. Set in this way, the terminal value of a long telescoping position in the
futures equals the terminal value of a long forward. From a costless arbitrage
perspective, therefore, the following are perfect substitutes:
Long telescoping futures position = Long forward position
Short telescoping futures position = Short forward position
The telescoping futures strategy also has implications for hedging. To undo
the effects of interest on the daily marking to market of the futures gains/losses
when the life of the futures matches the hedging horizon T, the size of a futures
hedge starts at a level equal to the present value of the number of terminal units
of that asset, that is, e–rT for each unit of the asset and increases in size by a factor of er each day.

IMPLYING FORWARD NET CARRY RATES
Thus far, we have examined forward/futures contracts with a single maturity. A
casual examination of the financial pages, however, shows multiple maturities
for the same underlying asset. In these situations, we can use the net cost of
carry relation (4.4) to deduce implied forward cost of carry rates.
ILLUSTRATION 4.7 Compute implied forward interest rate in Britain.
Suppose that the current USD/GBP exchange rate is 1.6830, and that the three-month and
six-month forward exchange rates are 1.6755 and 1.6683, respectively.4 If the three-month
and six-month U.S. risk-free rates of interest are 5.163% and 5.103%, respectively, compute
the implied forward risk-free rate of interest in Britain on a three-month loan beginning in
three months.
Based on the above information, your first job is to compute the three-month and sixmonth risk-free rates in Britain, rf,3 and rf,6, respectively. This can be done by solving for
the foreign interest rates in the following two applications of the net cost of carry relation:
1.6755 = 1.6830e

( 0.05163 – r f, 3 )0.25

and
1.6683 = 1.6830e

( 0.05103 – r f, 6 )0.5

The three-month risk-free rate in Britain is 6.950% and the six-month rate is 6.858%.
These values can be computed using the OPTVAL function,
OV_FORWARD_II(s, f, r, t)
where s is the asset price, f is the forward price, r is the domestic risk-free interest rate,
and t is the time to expiration of the forward. The panel below illustrates how the function can be used in the current illustration.
4

For foreign currencies, the income rate equals the rate of interest on a foreign risk-free bond.
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Next, you know from the discussion of implied forward interest rates in the last
chapter that
e

0.06858 ( 6 ⁄ 12 )

= e

0.06950 ( 3 ⁄ 12 ) f 3 ( 3 ⁄ 12 )

e

or, alternatively,
0.06858(0.5) = 0.06950(0.25) + f3(0.25)
Rearranging to isolate the forward rate, you get
0.06858 ( 0.5 ) – 0.06950 ( 0.25 )
f 3 = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- = 6.766 percent
0.25
The implied three-month risk-free rate of interest in Britain on a loan beginning is three
months is 6.766%.

VALUING SWAPS
A swap contract is an agreement to exchange a set of future cash flows. A plainvanilla swap is usually regarded to be an exchange of a fixed payment for a floating payment, where the floating payment is tied to some reference rate, index
level, or price. Like a forward contract, the underlying asset can be anything from
a financial asset such as a stock or a bond to a physical asset such as crude oil or
gold. Also, like a forward contract, a swap involves no upfront payment.
The key information needed to value a swap contract is the forward curve
of the underlying asset and the zero-coupon yield curve for risk-free bonds. The
forward curve refers to the relation between the price of a forward contract on
the underlying asset and its time to expiration or settlement. Where the time to
expiration is 0, the forward price equals the prevailing spot price. Figure 4.2
shows two possible forward curve relations. Where the curve is upward sloping,
the market is said to be in contango, and, where the curve is downward sloping,
the market is said to be in backwardation. For financial assets, the slope will
depend on the net difference between the risk-free rate and the income received
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FIGURE 4.2 Forward curve: Relation between forward price and its time to expiration.
Where time to expiration is 0, forward price equals spot price.

Forward price

Contango

Backwardation

Time to expiration

on the underlying asset. In markets where the interest rate is greater than the
income rate, the market will be in contango, and, where the interest rate is less
than the income rate, the market will be in backwardation. For physical assets
or commodities, the nature of the forward curve depends also on the cost of
storage and convenience yield. The zero-coupon yield curve refers to the relation between interest rates and term to maturity and was discussed in Chapter 2.
In terms of swap valuation, the nature of the forward curve is irrelevant as
long as the forward prices represent tradable prices. To see this, consider a jeweler (i.e., long hedger) who needs 1,000 Troy ounces of gold each quarter over
the next two years and wants to lock in his input cost today. One hedging alternative is to buy a strip of forward (or futures) contracts, one corresponding to
each desired delivery date. The cost of the gold each quarter will be locked-in,
however, the cost of the gold will be different each quarter unless the forward
curve is a horizontal line. The gold market, however, is typically in contango, so
the cost, although certain, will escalate through time. A second alternative is to
buy a swap contract that provides for the delivery of 1,000 ounces of gold each
quarter, where there is single fixed price for all deliveries.5 In the absence of
costless arbitrage opportunities, it must be the case that the present value of the
5

As a practical matter, many swap agreements are cash-settled, so, instead of paying the fixed
price per ounce and receiving 1,000 ounces in gold, we will receive in cash 1,000 times the
difference between the prevailing (random) spot price of gold each quarter and the fixed price.
If the spot price is greater than the fixed price, we receive a cash payment from our counterparty, and vice versa.
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deliveries using the forward curve must be the same as the present value of the
deliveries using the fixed price of the swap contract, that is,
n

∑ fi e

–ri Ti

i=1

=

n

∑ fe

–ri Ti

(4.10)

i=1

where n is the number of delivery dates, fi is the price of a forward contract with
time to expiration Ti, ri is the risk-free rate of interest corresponding to time to
expiration Ti,6 and f is the fixed price in the swap agreement.7 In an instance
where the right-hand side of (4.10) is greater (less) than the left-hand side, an
arbitrageur would buy (sell) the swap and sell (buy) the strip of forward contracts, pocketing the difference. Because such free money opportunities do not
exist, (4.10) must hold as an equality.
Equation (4.10) can be rearranged to isolate the fixed price of the swap
agreement, that is,




∑
n
 e –ri Ti 
i=1
-
f = -------------------------- = ∑ f i  -------------------- n

n
– r i T i
–ri Ti
i=1 
∑e
∑e

i = 1

i=1
n

fi e

–ri Ti

(4.11)

Expressed in this fashion, it becomes obvious that the fixed price of a swap is a
weighted average of forward prices, one corresponding to each delivery date.
ILLUSTRATION 4.8 Compute fixed rate of swap based on forward curve.
Suppose that you produce gold watches and require 1,000 ounces each quarter. Fearing
that the price of gold will rise, you decide to hedge your input costs over the next two years
by buying a commodity swap, specifically a contract that provides a cash payment equal to
the difference between the gold price and the fixed price of the swap on 1,000 ounces of
gold each quarter. The swap dealer is quoting you a price of $401.50 an ounce. Evaluate
the fairness of this price assuming the forward curve is approximated by the function,
f i = 400 + T i
and the zero-coupon yield curve for risk-free bonds is given by the function,
r i = 0.04 + 0.01 ln ( 1 + T i )
Based on the forward curve and the yield curve, you compute prepaid forward prices
for each of the eight delivery dates. You then sum the prepaid forward prices, and divide
by the sum of the discount factors to determine the fixed price. The intermediate computations are as follows.
6

Note that we are allowing for the fact that the risk-free rate may be term-specific.
The delivery quantity is irrelevant since it is the same on both sides of the equation. That is,
equation (4.10) assumes that one unit is delivered on each delivery date.
7
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Time to
Prepayment

Gold Forward
Price

Risk-Free
Rate

Discount
Factor

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00

400.50
400.71
400.87
401.00
401.12
401.22
401.32
401.41

4.22%
4.41%
4.56%
4.69%
4.81%
4.92%
5.01%
5.10%

0.9895
0.9782
0.9664
0.9542
0.9416
0.9289
0.9160
0.9031

396.29
391.98
387.39
382.62
377.71
372.70
367.62
362.50

7.5779

3,038.81

Total

Prepaid
Forward Price

Based on the forward curve, the fixed rate on the swap should be
3,038.81
f = ----------------------- = 401.01 per ounce
7.5779
The difference between the dealer’s quote and your computation of the fair price based
on the forward curve is 49 cents an ounce, or $3,920 across all promised deliveries. The
fairness of the quote depends upon your ability and willingness to buy the strip the forward (or futures) contracts in lieu of the swap.
Finally, the OPTVAL Function Library contains a function that values a commodity
swap with uniform quantities each period. The function is
OV_SWAP_COMMODITY(t, f, r, vr)
where t is a vector containing the times to each delivery date, f is a vector of forward/
futures prices corresponding to each date, r is a vector of zero-coupon risk-free rates corresponding to each delivery date, and vr is an indicator variable instructing the function
to compute (a) the sum of the present values of the prepaid forward contracts (“v” or
“V”), (b) the sum of the discount factors (“d” or “D”), or (c) the breakeven fixed price
of the swap based on the forward curve (“r” or “R”). The worksheet below illustrates.
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ILLUSTRATION 4.9 Compute unwind price of swap based on forward curve.
Suppose that three months have elapsed and spot price of gold has fallen to $390 an
ounce. As a result, you had to make a net payment of $11.50 an ounce to your counterparty. Now, fearing a further decline in gold prices, you approach your counterparty and
ask for an “unwind” price, that is, a price at which he is willing to tear up the existing
swap agreement. The forward curve is now
f i = 390 + 0.9 T i
and the yield curve is
r i = 0.035 + 0.01 ln ( 1 + T i )
The unwind price will equal the difference between the present value of the remaining fixed payments and the present value of the payments under the current forward
curve. Based on the problem information, we must first generate the gold forward curve
and the zero-coupon risk-free yield curve. Then, based on the curves, we can compute the
present value of each leg of the swap using
OV_SWAP_COMMODITY(t, f, r, vr)
The worksheet below illustrates. Under the current market environment and swap terms,
you have promised to pay the dealer $401.01 per ounce of gold each quarter during the
remaining seven quarters. The present value of the promised payments is $2,689.923 per
ounce. In return, the swap dealer has promised to pay you the spot price of gold each
quarter during the remaining seven quarters. The present value of his obligation is
$2,621.84 per ounce. Thus, the least that the dealer will require for rescinding the agreement is $68,079.

SUMMARY
This chapter develops the price relations for forwards, futures, and swaps under
a single assumption—two perfect substitutes must have the same price. We
begin by developing the notion of the net cost of carry. The net cost of carry
refers to the cost of holding an asset over a period of time. One component of
the cost of carry for all assets is the opportunity cost of funds. In order to buy
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the asset, we must pay for it. Beyond interest cost, however, carry costs may be
positive or negative, depending upon the nature of the underlying asset. If the
asset is a physical asset or commodity such as grain, the asset holder must pay
storage costs such as warehouse rent and insurance. If the underlying asset is a
financial asset or security such as a stock, a bond, or a currency, on the other
hand, there are no storage costs. Indeed, such assets produce a known income
stream in the form of dividend payments or interest receipts, and this income
can be used to subsidize the cost of borrowing. We model interest cost as a constant continuous rate and the noninterest costs/benefits as either continuous
rates or discrete cash flows, depending on the nature of the underlying asset.
With the assumption and the cost of carry definition in hand, we develop
pricing equations for forward and futures contracts. We show that the price of a
forward equals the price of a futures and that both are equal to the asset price
plus net carry costs. This stands to reason. If we need an asset on hand at some
future date at a price “locked-in” today, we can buy a forward contract, buy a
futures, or buy the underlying asset and carry it. Perfect substitutes must have
the same price. The results in this chapter are general and apply to any underlying asset. In the applications chapters that follow, we rely on these powerful
price relations in developing and analyzing risk management strategies.
Finally, we derive the relation between the forward curve and the fixed price
of a swap. In the absence of costless arbitrage opportunities, the fixed price is a
weighted average of the prices of the corresponding forward contracts, with the
weights equal to discount factor of each flow in relation to the sum of all discount factors.
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